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I call this the three x fast fortune and it's really about building out your digital real estate empire and this 

is what it comes down to. You can set up a fan page on topic x so you can go over to Facebook, which is 

very easy and very free to use. You can set up a fan page or a group on some topic and then you can 

encourage people to actively talk over on Facebook or on your fan page, and again, I think groups are 

better. You can do this and then of course go over to Cora and talk about a particular topic, answer 

things in a specific way, be really intelligent about it and then point people over to your Facebook fan 

page or again, better is your group. What you do then is you build up your group with your one minute 

free traffic from Quora and as you've seen in previous videos, it's very easy if you don't have a product 

of your own to monetize with Clickbank products, one or more Clickbank products, right? 

Within Facebook, you're allowed to do that. Especially if you have a group you can control that, control 

the folks that are coming in and really position yourself in a really intelligent way as the grew the, you 

know, the, the Sherpa, uh, as, as it were with this topic and with the folks that are in this group. And you 

can build momentum up. And in fact very importantly is you can cross pollinate because you can take 

content from within your Facebook fan page or your group and then use that to answer even more 

questions over on. Cora, this is really, really great because you can also utilize this particular approach to 

build up your email list fast with an autoresponder. Could use get response, you can use a Weber, he 

can use any sort of auto responder, build up your email list and that is the third pillar. 

The first pillar is Quora itself and the assets you're building there. The second pillar is your Facebook real 

estate, the group or the fan page. And then if you've got that email list, that's the third pillar. And then 

you can mail people about what you've posted on Quora or more likely you can mail people on the 

Clickbank products or you can point over to your Facebook group. Now, this all assumes that you don't 

even really have any, uh, blog set up or any websites set up. If you had other assets, other digital assets 

set up, that would be your fourth and fifth and six pillars of your digital real estate empire. I'm just 

talking about those three Facebook, Cora and your email. Put it all together and there you go. You can 

cross promote like crazy and therefore three x fast fortune is yours building out your digital real estate. 

But I'm doing this so that you clearly understand that it's not just one way. It's not just from Quora to 

Facebook over to let's say a Clickbank product. No, no, no, no, no, no, no. Right? Or even onto an email 

list. You're always cross pollinating. You're always adding value and one transferring value to the other 

and you'd do this over and over and over again and it compounds you. People create and then they 

move and then they understand, and then you do the exact same thing with them as part of a 

community. It's a movement that you can build. The momentum is incredible. I'm really excited for you 

about this, being able to build your own three x fast fortune. 
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THANK YOU For Reading This Transcript and  

Your Purchase of One Minute Free Traffic! 

 

If you haven’t joined our VIP Program yet, there’s still time! Click here to join us 

and we’ll show you our #1 Secret Source for low-cost Red-Hot Buyer Clicks...  
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